I should like to make brief reference to one problem which, it seems to me, is the source of vexing difficulty in the communication among staff in a mental hospital, between the staff and their patients and between staff and patients and the public. The problem I have in mind is due to or related to the fact that a mental hospital attempts to carry out many functions. Some of the patients are in hospital because they have become aware that they have something wrong with them which they hope will be corrected. Others are there because their behaviour has caused concern, aroused fear or anxiety in, or given offence to someone. Some are there because the courts or the police want to know if they should be there. Some are there as more or less permanent boarders because they have lost all coherent connection with any other social world. In no case is the patient there as the result of discussion and decision between him and the attending hospital staff. This arrangement differs from any other in the field of medicine. This medically unusual situation came into being through legal and not medical devices because the prime concern was th protection of the public, while at the same time safeguarding against unjust loss of personal liberty by a citizen. The consequence of this is that a patient is admitted to a ward preceded by a document which gives the most meagre amount of information as to the reasons for the action. The certifying doctor, in the section of the document asking for evidence for mental illness, may have said: -appearance -hair uncombed; conduct -not remarkable; conversation -patient refused to talk with the examiner; information from others -Mrs. X, mother of the patient, states that her son has been lDirecto!, Out-Patient Clinic, Ontario HOSPital. Toronto. ASSIstant Professor, Department of Psychiatry University of Toronto. '
hearing voices. Even this information, meagre as it is, does not accompany the patient to the ward and is seen initially only by the admitting doctor who in turn has no further contact with the case. Neither the patient nor the ward staff have access to what was said of the pattient. Often a clerk, who has not seen and will not see the patient, adds to the documents, a history of the patient taken from relatives who also will have nothing to do with the care of the patient. The attending doctor is informed that he has a new case, reads the certificates written by the now absent doctors and later the history taken by the clerk from the now absent relatives. Armed with this he talks to a ward staff who have none of this other information. Discussions, called conferences, are held by the attending physicians in which decisions are taken regarding which ward the patient shall live in, what security precautions must be taken, how best to label the patient's condition, what, if anything, to do about it, when, if ever, the patient will be given his freedom and whether outright or on probation. These ·arrangements are not in any significant detail different from those obtaining in a prison. This is not in the least surprising since both types of institutions were created primarily to protect the public and secondarily to provide treatment or reform measures. For both institutions, the decision to place someone there is taken by some public agent -doctor, court, police. In b01:1h institutions, the attending staff possess the most meagre amount of information about the inmate. In both, this information is not widely available to the staff. In both, the staff in most intimate contact know the least about the inmate, have the most immediate power over him and have low power in the institutional hierarchy. The most remote staff know 46 47 the most, have the greatest long rnnge power ov~r h~m~nd are.the most powerful in the institutional hierarchy. In both the most highly trained staff devote the least amount of time to direct contact with the inmate and the least well trained devote the greatest amount of time. In both institutions, the most personal possessions of the inmate are immediately removed for safekeeping and visiting is strictly limited so that the inmates object and relationship world is grossly disrupted. He becomes anonymous. Whatever his individual differences may be from his fellow inmates, he tends to be referred to by his similarities. Thus he is given the general label patient or inmate and specifically referred to by his condition or misdemeanourfor example as schizophrenic or thief.
All of these arrangements and others make fairly good sense if the institution is seen by public, inmate and staff as custodial. With the function custodial, protection of the public is the prime concern. In these terms it is reasonable that admittance be a matter of an action begun by an offended public and completed by a verified public agent -doctor, court, police. For custody it is not necessary nor even desirable for the staff to know more about the new inmate than is required for efficient institutional practice and for ensurance of public protection. This protects the inmate, in some measure, from gibes and gossip. It also protects against fraternization which, if encouraged, might a.dversely affect the security arrangements which control the mail, escapes and visiting. To further protect against fraternization it makes sense to shift the staff frequently from one ward to another. For custody it is reasonable that the senior staff should spend little time in direct contact with the inmates. Their major function becomes administrative. They must spend much time collecting together accurate documentation, planning proper deployment of staff, making decisions about interventions to ensure smooth ward manage-ment, seeing relatives and meeting other public demands, making decisions respecting parole and probation, developing work plans in the institution for the inmate.
The confusion and communication difficulty between and within people in a mental hospital arises because of the presence of an all-pervading explicit aimtreatment. Although treatment is only one of the functions of the hospital, custody being another and residential asylum a third, it is customary to conduct most language exchanges as if the arrangements were those of a treatment institution. It is this confusion around aim, this use of language appropriate to a different institution, this use of staff as if custodial while speaking about them as if treatment, that is a major source of communication difficulty. It gives an Alicein-Wonderland cast to most conferences in which the discussion bears almost no relation to the actions being taken. Confusion is compounded by the fact that the institution, indeed, does have several functions. Sometimes it intends custody but treatment language is employed. Sometimes it intends treatment but custodial arrangements obtain Therefore, sometimes the arrangements are appropriate to the aim but the language is confusing. Sometimes the arrangements are inappropriate while the language is consonant with the aim.
In a normal medical treatment arrangement, the contract for help is directly between the patient and his chosen therapist. For better or for worse, the patient has the right to choose and dismiss his therapist. The therapist is in the service of the patient and not of the public. It is expected that a good outcome of this private service will be a good outcome for the public in the sense that healthy people function better in their social roles than unhealthy people. Coming into hospital, in a normal treatment arrangement, is the result of a decision taken by the patient on the advice or urging of the doctor. Since most psychiatric patients have low self-esteem and high anxiety, a treatment hospital would not disturb them further by removing their most personal possessions nor by strictly controlling visiting. Instead everything would be done to emphasize their individuality and difference from others rather than their similarity. The architecture and social arrangements would emphasize this, too. If individual psychotherapy was one of the intended procedures, a treatment hospital would not have its staff establishment of therapists limited to the numbers appropriate to a custodial institution. If the treatment involved milieu therapy, then the ward staff would be trained and treated as treatment mediators. They would have therapist responsibility and full access to all information. Fraternization would be encouraged and rather than being rotated to other wards, staff would remain with their patients. The patient would be actively involved in his own treatment and in decision taking. Neither patient nor staff would be the servant of the other but help would be given in a setting of mutual respect with both patient and staff having the right to discontinue their relationship if desired.
Two examples of the present situation will be cited to illustrate the communication difficulty. In a custodial institution, senior staff visit the inmate areas mainly on ceremonial occasions and then relate themselves largely to other staff. Their decision to release or retain an inmate is determined primarily by judgements regarding public good. They reach a decision as the result of the combination of their own experience with this type of inmate, reports from staff on inmate behaviour and a brief interview, in conference form, with the inmate. They feel little conflict about the correctness of the way they play their role. A custodial senior staff person who is a medical doctor cannot do this without conflict. Nothing in his training fits him for an administrative role nor for decisions based on public good. For him, disease is a matter of individual pathology correctible by a treatment intervention from himself to the patient. Faced with more patients than he can treat, selected for him neither by his choice nor the patient's, asked to think in terms of the public good, the doctor may begin to behave indistinguishably from a prison warden. However he continues to talk as if he were doing something different. When he visits the ward he intends to do something other than brush past patients en route to a discussion with other staff. When he interviews a patient, his questions relate to individual psychopathology while his decisions relate to public good. Since he does not understand public good, he says his decisions are environmental manipulation for the patient or if he is in vogue he says he is practising "social psychiatry". When he writes a sedative or tranquillizing order on the ward, he sometimes does it for the patient, sometimes for the sake of the staff, sometimes for the sake of the ward. He may not be clear for which and this makes him uncomfortable.
My second example concerns the ward staff. They are handled as if the mental hospital was entirely a custodial institution. They are shifted from ward to ward; they are given direct security control over the patients; they are supplied with minimal information; they are discouraged from systematic counselling interventions; they are excluded from all major decisions. However they are encouraged to use treatment language for behaviour known to them formerly by other terms. Thus a thief becomes a kleptomaniac, a coward becomes a phobic or an inadequate, a bully is over-aggressive or acting out, a braggart is overcompensating, a selfish person is immature, a liar is a psychopath, a soiler is regressed and so on. These unfamiliar terms. are not accompanied by unfamiliar actions, but the familiar actions such 'as physical restraint, punishment by loss of privileges, confinement behind locked doors, restriction of visiting, denial of contact with the opposite sex, early night-time retirement, etc., are now called treatment.
Surely to use actions and arrangements appr~priate to o?e type of aim w.hile thinkmg and talking m terms of actions appropriate to another can only make communication exceedingly difficult and result in confusion, anxiety and concomitant unexpressed hostility.
Summary
A mental hospital differs from every other type of medical institution in its arrangements for the care of the sick. In other medical situations admission to hospital is the outcome of a decision taken between a patient and his doctor. Certainly the doctor who will care for the patient in the hospital will have had a direct part in this decision. The information gained about the patient will steadily accumulate in a file at the nursing station on the ward. This information will form a vital part of the knowledge of all those persons upon whose actions successful treatment will depend. This will certainly include the nurses, house physicians, technicians and in some instances many other categories and levels of staff. In a mental hospital the legal arrangements for admission are clearly intended in the first instance to provide protection -protection for an offended public, protection against injury or injustice to the ailing patient. The internal arrangements of the hospital, too, seem primarily designed for the same type of protection. Thus the attending doctors have no part in the decision for admission. The information gained about the patient is kept off the ward and access to it by the staff is carefully controlled. The ward staff are given custodial power and what limited information they possess is nullified by a practice of frequently changing their ward assignments. The tenuous hold that the patient has on reality is further weakened by a policy which separates him from familiar orienting objects and persons. Thus his personal possessions are removed, visiting sharply limited, telephone usage and the mail strictly controlled. Communication difficulties arise because these admirable custodial arrangements are never referred to as such. Instead all language exchanges are conducted as if every action and arrangement was part of a treatment design. This results in a peculiar discrepancy between conference discussion and ward practice. It results in pendulum swings between actions taken with the public good in mind and those taken with the individual good in mind. It leads to confusing treatment language being used in asking the ward staff to carry out actions which they are accustomed to refer to in different terms. As with any unrecognized communication barrier, widespread problems, the result of confusion, anxiety and unexpressed hostility, appear. seignements sur Ie malade ne sont pas communiques a la salle et Ie personnel n'y a acces que dans des circonstances soigneusement controlees. Le personnel de salle est charge de la garde et Ie peu de renseignements qu'il possede deviennent caducs du fait des modifications frequentes d'affectation, Le lien tenu du malade avec la realire est en outre affaibli par une ligne de conduite qui Ie separe des choses et des personnes familieres qui l'orienteraient. Ainsi, on lui enleve ses effets personnels, les visites sont radicalement limitees, on surveille avec rigueur ses appels telephoniques et son courrier. Des difficultes de communication surgissent du fait qu'on ne designe jamais comme telles ces dispositions de garde ad-mirables. Au lieu de ceIa, toutes les conversations se tiennent comme si tout acte ou toute disposition faisaient partie d'un modele de traitement. II en resulte un etrange ecart entre la discussion en conference et Ie traitement dans les salles. C'est comme Ie balancement d'un pendule entre les actions faites en vue du bien commun et celles en vue du bien particulier. De ce fait, on emploie un langage de traitement embrouillant lorsqu'on demande au personnel de salle d'executer des actes qu'il designe ordinairement par des termes differents. Comme dans toute barriere non reconnue des communications, des problemes etendus, Ie resultat de la confusion, l'anxiete et l'hostilite non exprimee, se font jour.
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